This paper presents the design of a magneto-electric generator with an axial magnetic flux (MEGAP) and a double stator, which is used for an autonomous wind-electric complex. Contactless MEGAPs have the advantages of permanent magnet generators: high reliability, efficiency, and generators with electromagnetic excitation: the possibility of adjusting the output parameters (voltage, power) using an additional excitation winding. In order to meet the requirements of a stand-alone multiplier-less wind power plant, a MEGAP structure consisting of a double stator and a single rotor has been investigated. The use of a double stator design allows more efficient access to the active volume of the generator, increasing its power and stabilizing the output voltage of the stator winding. A three-dimensional numerical field mathematical model of MEGAP was developed. The model fully takes into account the design features of the generator under study, namely the presence of an axial flow from the stator winding and the flow generated by the additional winding. With the help of the model, the external characteristics were calculated, which indicates the correspondence of the developed mathematical model to physical processes. The analysis of magnetic induction in the air gap and in other structural elements of the generator under study was carried out. The analysis of the obtained values showed that the geometric dimensions of the generator, which were previously selected, are correct and do not require significant adjustments. In the future, it allows you to use the results of this calculation for the preparation of documentation for the production of the prototype. Static characteristics of MEGAP and values of magnetic parameters in all structural elements were studied. An additional winding is used to stabilize the output voltage when the speed of rotation of the generator changes and at different loads. At a relative power of the additional winding of ≈7%, the output voltage of the generator increases by ≈24%. A more significant result can be achieved by adjusting the current of the additional winding with special controllers.
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**Introduction.** Axial-flux magneto-electric generators (AFMEG) are widely used in various fields: transport [1], renewable energy sources [2-4], fans [5], pumps [6], aviation technology [7], robotics, etc. [8, 9]. AFMEG are also used as a low-speed high-torque drive, since they have a compact structure that allows their integration with various devices [10, 11].

AFMEG combine the advantages of permanent magnets generators with the ability to adjust the output parameters (voltage, power) using an additional winding [12]. Such generators have a number of fundamental advantages compared to generators of a traditional design: high power density, low axial length and a large diameter; minimal pulsations of the electromagnetic torque, low rotor rotation speed [13].

Depending on the stator and rotor configuration, AFMEGs are structurally: one-sided or two-sided, single-stator or multi-stator, and others [14, 15]. In this paper, AFMEG with a double stator and a single rotor is considered. This design makes it possible to use the full volume of permanent magnets and active materials of the generator and to increase the power density of the generator.

In the paper [16] presents a three-dimensional model of a cylindrical permanent magnets magnetolectric generator. This model does not take into account saturation, and the rotation of the rotor is simulated by discrete numerical calculations. Mathematical models of axial flux permanent magnet generators with various configurations are presented in [17, 18]. However, they lack information about the mathematical simulations of AFMEG with an additional excitation winding. Another task is the calculation of the parameters and characteristics of such generators during rotor rotation.

Authors in works [19, 20] consider various constructions of axial magnetic flux machines with an without a magnetic core. In order to reduce the weight of multi-stator and multi-rotor designs of generators, the authors in works [21, 22] developed mathematical models designed for the analysis and comparison of various variants of the design of such generators.
In this paper developed a three-dimensional numerical axisymmetric field mathematical model of AFMEG with a double stator, implemented by the finite element method, and an analysis of its parameters and characteristics was carried out.

The development of brushless AFMEGs for wind generating systems, small hydroelectric power plants and systems for converting low-potential mechanical energy into electrical energy in general is a relevant direction. In such generators constructions, the role of the main magnetic flux regulator is performed by an additional winding. The change of the amplitude of the main magnetic flux in the air gap occurs due to the use of a constructive technique: part of the permanent magnets on the rotor is replaced by a soft magnetic material called a magnetic shunt. The absence of mathematical models for evaluating parameters and characteristics of AFMEG with a double stator also determines the relevance of developing such a model.

**Purpose of work** is the development of a three-dimensional axisymmetric field mathematical model of AFMEG with a double stator and the analysis of its parameters and characteristics.

To evaluate the parameters and characteristics of a magnetoelectric generator with an axial magnetic flux, it is necessary to develop a mathematical model that takes into account the change in the load of the studied generator without regulation and when the current of the additional winding changes.

**Research object.** Cross-section of the investigated AFMEG shows on the Fig. 1.

![AFMEG configuration example](image)

Fig. 1 – AFMEG configuration example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Output power</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>V∙A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rated voltage</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Number of phases</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Rated speed</td>
<td>≤1000</td>
<td>rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pole pairs</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Permanent magnets type</td>
<td>NdFeB N38H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Diameter/axial permanent magnets length</td>
<td>25/8</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Power factor</td>
<td>0,9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Magnetic core diameters</td>
<td>135/85</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Axial stator length</td>
<td>23,0</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Axial rotor length</td>
<td>8,0</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>External generator diameter</td>
<td>270,0</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Air gap value</td>
<td>0,5</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Number of stator slots</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Steel brand</td>
<td>3416</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On fig. 1 shown: 1 – generator shaft; 2 – housing, made of magnetically conductive material; 3 – additional excitation winding; 4 – generator rotor made of non-magnetic material; 5 – permanent magnets, NdFeB N38H type; 6, 7 – two stators with an armature winding; 8 – flanges with bearings; 9 – magnetic shunts.

The magnetic shunt is made of soft magnetic material. The shunt forms a path for closing the main magnetic flux of permanent magnets on the one side, and forms a path for closing the magnetic flux for the additional winding.

The main parameters of the studied AFMEG are given in Table 1.
**Mathematical model.** In order to reduce the computation time and time spent on each iteration of the numerical calculation, increase the efficiency of numerical methods, an axisymmetric model was developed in this work. The model has 2 types of symmetry: spatial (sectoral) symmetry and mirror symmetry relative to the plane perpendicular to the rotation axis. This makes it possible to reduce the geometry of the complete calculation area to the one shown in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 2 shows the corresponding boundary conditions of the developed model and individual structural elements:

1 – periodic boundary conditions, set at the boundaries of symmetric sectors of the calculation domain:

$$A_{12} = -A_{21}$$  

(1)

2 – boundary conditions between the stator and the rotor. Must coincide with boundary conditions (1).

3 – zero boundary conditions of the first kind for the tangential component of the magnetic potential are set for this boundary of the calculation domain:

$$\mathbf{n} \times \mathbf{A} = 0$$  

(2)

4 – armature winding. 5 – generator rotor with permanent magnets and magnetic shunts. 6 – additional excitation winding.

To reduce each iteration calculation time, a combined approach is used: for non-electroconductive areas, the solution is solved with respect to the scalar magnetic potential $$V_m$$. The classical equations for the electromagnetic field are used for the vector magnetic potential $$\mathbf{A}$$.

For all non-conductive parts (air, rotor and some parts of the housing), a system of equations is used with respect to the scalar magnetic potential $$V_m$$:

$$-\nabla \cdot (\mu_v \nabla V_m - \mu_0 \mathbf{M}) = 0$$

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{B} = 0$$

$$\mathbf{B} = \mu_0 \cdot \mu_c \cdot \mathbf{H}$$

$$\mathbf{H} = -\nabla V_m$$  

(3)

where: $$\mu_0$$, $$\mu_c$$ – the magnetic permeability of the vacuum and the relative permeability of the material; $$V_m$$ – scalar magnetic potential; $$\mathbf{B}$$ – vector of magnetic induction; $$\mathbf{H}$$ – magnetic field vector; $$\mathbf{M}$$ – the magnetization vector.

The permanent magnets electromagnetic field is also solved with respect to the scalar magnetic potential, but the equation takes a different form, taking into account the properties of permanent magnets:

$$\begin{align}
\mathbf{B} &= \mu_0 \cdot \mu_c \mathbf{H} + \mathbf{B}_i \\
\mathbf{B}_i &= \left[ \mathbf{B}_i \right] \frac{e}{|e|}
\end{align}$$

(4)

where: $$\mu_m$$ is the permanent magnet magnetic permeability; $$\mathbf{B}_i$$ – residual magnetization of a permanent magnet; $$e$$ – residual magnetization permanent magnets vector (x, y or z axis).

Stator magnetic core, generator housing and the shaft are made of a magnetic material, which is characterized by a nonlinear relationship between the magnetic induction $$\mathbf{B}$$ and the magnetic field $$\mathbf{H}$$. The electromagnetic field equation for these areas and the nonlinearity of the ferromagnetic material are described by the following equations:

$$\begin{align}
\nabla \times \mathbf{H} &= \mathbf{J} \\
\mathbf{B} &= \nabla \times \mathbf{A} \\
\mathbf{E} &= -\frac{\partial \mathbf{A}}{\partial t} \\
\mathbf{J} &= \sigma \mathbf{E} \\
\mathbf{B} &= f (|\mathbf{H}|) \frac{\mathbf{H}}{|\mathbf{H}|}
\end{align}$$

(5)

where: $$\mathbf{J}$$ is the current density vector; $$\mathbf{E}$$ is the electric field vector; $$\sigma$$ is the material electrical conductivity.

The first four equations of the system (5) are valid for the three-phase generator armature winding. At the same time, the current density in the armature windings, induced EMF and other winding parameters are determined by the following equations system:

$$\begin{align}
J_x &= \frac{N(V_z + V_{na})}{S_y \cdot R_y} \\
R_y &= \int_S \frac{N \cdot \mathbf{L}}{\sigma_e \cdot a_e \cdot S_y} \, dA \\
V_{na} &= N \cdot \sum_S \left( \int_{E_{x,S}} ds - \int_{E_{c,S}} ds \right)
\end{align}$$

(6)

where: $$J_x$$ is the current density in the armature winding, which depends on the value of the load and the type of the generator’s operation; $$N$$ is the number of turns in the armature winding; $$S_y$$ is the cross-sectional area occupied by the conductor winding; $$R_y$$ is the stator winding phase resistance; $$\mathbf{L}$$ is the average length of one stator winding turn; $$\sigma_e$$, $$a_e$$ – stator winding electrical conductivity and the cross-sectional area of the elementary conductor; $$V_{na}$$ is the value of the induced EMF in the stator winding; $$V_z$$ is the output generator voltage depending of load; $$E_{x,S}$$, $$E_{c,S}$$ – electric field in the phase zones “A” and “x”.

To ensure a single solution of the differential equations (3-6) system, an additional condition is set for all regions with vector magnetic potential $$\mathbf{A}$$:

$$\mathbf{V} \cdot (\sigma \mathbf{A}) = 0$$

(7)

**Simulation results.** In the simulation, the rated rotation speed of the rotor is equal to 500 rpm. In Fig. 3 shows the magnetic flux density (background coloring) distribution and the line of the main magnetic flux (arrows) for the start computation time and at the time 0.02 s. The current in the excitation winding is equal to $$I_{e}=0$$ A.
The average value of the magnetic flux density in the stator teeth is ≈1.49 T, in the stator yoke ≈1.04 T, in the air gap ≈0.376 T. The calculated values of the magnetic flux density in the structural elements are within the acceptable range, which indicates the correct basic geometric dimension’s selection. For elected soft iron material, the maximum induction level in the teeth is equal to ≈1.9 T. This allows to use an additional winding for increasing main magnetic flux and provides an appropriate range of voltage regulation.

When the current is applied to the additional winding in the housing of the generator, a significant magnetic induction of ≈1.28 T is appearing. At the same time, the average induction value in the stator teeth increases to ≈1.91 T, in the stator yoke to ≈1.54 T, in the air gap to ≈0.477 T.

Permanent magnets on the rotor and magnetic shunts are arranged in such an order and in such a way that the following path is formed for closing the main magnetic flux of permanent magnets (at \( I_e = 0 \) A): permanent magnet-air gap 1-stator tooth 1 -stator yoke 1-generator housing 1-back housing-generator housing 2-stator yoke 2-stator tooth 2-air gap 2-permanent magnet. This characteristic of the main magnetic flux circuit is caused by the fact that the structural elements of the generator (case, back of the case) are unsaturated and, accordingly, at \( I_e = 0 \) A, the magnetic resistance of this section is significantly less than expected due to the air gap and magnetic shunt. This is a feature of the magneto-electric generator with an axial magnetic flux and a double stator.

Numerical calculations of the studied generator were carried for two modes of operation: when the current in the excitation winding is \( I_e = 0 \) A, and when the current is supplied to the additional winding \( I_e = 1 \) A.

In fig. 4 shows the distribution of the magnetic induction and the main magnetic flux when the current is supplied to the additional winding with a value of \( I_e = 1 \) A.
When a current is applied to the additional winding $I_e=1 \, \text{A}$ (Fig. 5, curve 2), a path appears for additional winding magnetic flux circulation through magnetic shunts: yoke of the housing - generator housing 1 - stator yoke 1 - stator tooth 1 - air gap 1 - magnetic shunt - air gap 2 - stator tooth 2 - stator yoke 2 - generator housing 2 - yoke of the housing.

The magnetic flux of the additional winding partially reduces the main magnetic flux under the poles with permanent magnets (Fig. 5, curve 1, 2) and magnetizes the magnetic shunts in the rotor. So, the average value of the EMF in the air gap increases, and therefore the magnitude of induced EMF in the armature windings also increases.

Due to the design of the generator with a double stator and armature windings connection scheme, an EMF has almost sinusoidal shape, which will be proved in the following authors works.

As part of this work, the external characteristic was calculated for a power factor is $\cos\varphi=1$ when the current of the additional winding is 0A and at $I_e=1 \, \text{A}$. It simulated by the equations system (6). Fig. 6 shows the external (load) characteristics of the studying generator.

According to Fig. 6, when supplying direct current to the additional winding, the output voltage of the generator increases by $\approx 24\%$. For more rigid stabilization of the output voltage, it is necessary to synthesize the current control law of the additional winding. This task will be considered in the next works.

Conclusions.

A three-dimensional mathematical model of AFMEG with a double stator has been developed, which allows to obtain electromagnetic field distribution and allows analyzing its parameters and characteristics.

The model fully takes into account the design features of AFMEG generator: end-effects, axial magnetic flux of stator winding and magnetic flux of additional winding. Was calculated the external characteristics, which indicates the correspondence of the developed mathematical model to physical processes.

The analysis of magnetic induction in the air gap and in structural elements of the generator was carried out. The analysis of the obtained values showed that the geometric dimensions of the generator, which were previously selected, are correct and do not require significant adjustments. In the future, it allows you to use the results of this calculation for the preparation of documentation for the production of the prototype. Using of an additional winding makes it possible to stabilize the external characteristics of a generator with permanent magnets within wide limits up to 25-35% from no load value.
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